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East Twin Swallet. 

By n.. A. J. PEAI,CE 

Work wa~  first commenced on this swa]Jet by the Society in 1835.1 

Several tons of material were removed, and a shaft about 15 ft. deep 
was sunk. In 1\)36 a passage, known later as the East Passage, was 
entered, leading to a chamber about 30 ft. long and 6 H. high (A) (s"" 
Fig. 7). 

Difficulty was experiencC'cl owing to the large [Iow of water down 
this passage, which necessitated using a rotary sLLction pump. The 
stream issuing from the passage divided into two parts which dis
appeared in rifts in the opposite wall. The floor of the chamber, 
consisting of boulders and rubble, met tJie roof at the Northern cnd 
and effectively prevented further progress, whilst the other end of tll 
chamber was equally ~olid.  

Following the disappointing outcome of the excavation the cave 
was not visited for some montlls. In March, J91\.0, however, it was 
explored by a small party of members of tile Society. 

It was found that during this lapse of time extraorclinary changes 
had taken place in the cave. The stream clisappeared at the entr::mce 
to the East Passage and reappeared in the floor of tile chamber below 
the other cnd of the passage, which was now sonw 10 ft. above it, so 
that to reach till' floor a sloping plank had to be tr~LVersed.  The chamber 
was now some 20 ft. in height, clncl sOl11ewhat larger than originally, 
and it was eviclC'nt that the floor had been wasbed out uf the chamber 
through the passage now opened up by water action at its Northern 
cnd. (The original iloor level is shown in the elevation by a clotied 
line.) 

This passage ran through a very loose mud-choke, in which was 
insecurely embeclded one boulder of large size, and gave access to a 
chamber of considerable dimensions, previuusly unknown to the Society. 

It was found by measurement to be 5G ft. in length, 15 It. wide, 
and 25 ft. high at its largest part. 

It lay in limestone, but a large part of its walls and roof consisted 
of boulders cemented in mud, and instabiJity was a feature of the cave 
as a whole. 

A srna.ll rift was found le~tding  up from the leIt-hand side of the 
harnber for a distance of approximately 35 ft., and at the far end of 

1 University 01 .I3ristol Spel;:cological Society, Proceedings, Vo!. V, No. I, p. 1. 

the chamber a small vertical hole was entered. After a descent of 
6 or 7 it. the passage became horizontal, and at a distance of 10 ft. 
ended in a mud and gravel choke, blocking a small bole through which 
another chamber could be seen beyond. 

The passage was very smaJl, and some hours of work were required 
to remove the chol<e, dislodge some projecting rocks, and clear an 
ntrance into the furthrr chamber (C). 

This was entered and foul111 to be of small dimensions and ending 
in a more formiclable c110ke of large boulders and several feet of gravel 
and mud, .into which the roof clipped. Its only notable feature was a 
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FIG. 7.-Survey of East Twin Sw~llet.  The original floor level 
in the first chamber, A, is shown by the dotted line. 

stalactite flow leading down from the left, ending in a grotto in which 
wen' a number of erratic stalactites, or helictites, similar to those 
occurring in such great profusion in G.B. Cave. 

Shortly after this discovery the main system of G.B. was entered, 
and absorbed all the Society's energy in the task of surveying and 
photographing it, ~J1(t  it was not unti I several months had elapsed that 
it was able once again to turn its attention to the survey of East Twin. 

In the meantime a party entered the cave and placed two small 
charges in the choke above the new passage from the first chamber 
with a view to bringing down the large boulder and rendering the way 
on more safe. This was successfully achieved, and it was found that 
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East Twin Swallet. 

By R. A. J. PEARCE 

Work was first commenced on this swallet by the Society in 10351 

Several tons of material were removed, and a shaft about 15 It. deep 
was sunk. In 1936 a passage, known bter as the East Passage, was 
entered, leading to a chamber about 30 ft. long and 6 ft. high (A) (sce 
7ig. 7). 

Dif(iculty was experienee(1 owing tn the large flow of water down 
this passage, which necessitated using a rotary suction pUlllp. The 
stream issuing from the passage divided into two parts which dis
appeared in rifts in the opposite wall. The floor of the chamber, 
onsisting of boulders and rubble. met the roof at the Northern cnd 

and effectively prevented further progress, whilst tIle other cnd of the 
chamber was equally solid. 

Following the disappointing outcome of the ('xcavation the cave 
was not visited for some months. In 1\1 arch, 104.0, however, it was 
explored by a small party of members of the Society. 

It was found that during this lapse of time extraordinary changes 
had taken place in the cave. The stream disappeared at the entrance 
to the East Passage and reappeared in the floor of the chamber below 
the other cnd of the passage, which was now some 10 ft. above it, so 
that to reach the floor a sloping plank hall to be traversed. The chamber 
was now some 20 ft. in height, and somewhat larger than originally, 
and it was evident tlmt the £loor bad been washed out of the chamber 
through the passage now opened up by water action at its Northern 
end. (The original floor level is shown in the elevation by a clotted 
line.) 

This passage ran through a very loose mud-choke, in 'which was 
insecurely e111 bedded one boulder of large size, ::.md gave access to a 
chamber of considerable dimensions, previoLlsly unknown to the Society. 

It was found by measurement to be 56 it. in length, 15 ft. wide, 
and 25 ft. lligh at its largest part. 

It lay in limestone, but a large part of its walls <ll1d roof consisted 
of boulders cemented in mud, and instability was a feature of the cave 
as a whole. 

A small rift was found leading up from the left-hand side of th 
hamber for a distance of approximately 3G it., and at the far end 
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the cb amber a small vertical hole was entered. After a descent of 
6 or 7 ft. the passage became horizontal, and at a distance of 10 ft. 
nded in a mud and gravel choke, blocking a small hole through which 

another chamber could be seen beyond. 
The passage was very small, and some hours of work were required 

to rcmove the choke, dislodge som(' projecti ng rocks, and clear an 
entrance into the further cJlamber (C). 

This ,vas entered and found to be of small dimensions and ending 
in a more formidable choke of large boulders and seV('ral fed of gravel 
and mud, into which tIle roof dipped. Its only notable feature was a 
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FIG. 7.-S11rvey of East Twin Swallet. The original IIoor level 
in the first chamber, A, is shown by the dotted line. 

stalactite flow leading (lawn from the leIt, mding in a grotto in which 
were a number of erratic stalactites, or helictites, similar to those 
occurring in such great profusion in G.B. Cave. 

Shortly after this discovery the main system of G.B. was entered, 
and absorbed all the Society's energy in the task of surveying and 
photographing it, and it was not until several 1ll0ntJlS had elapsed that 
it was able once again to turn its attention to OK' survey of East Twin. 

In the meantime it party entered the cave and placed two small 
charges in the choke above the new passage from the first chamber 
with a view to bringing clown the large boulder and rendering the way 
on more safe. This was successfully achieved, and it was found that 
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subsequent water action washed away much more of the choke, so that 
the passage was then 4: or 5 ft. high and could bE' traversed in comfort. 

l'urthermore, ""hen the survey was undertaken, in the dry season, 
it was found that the stream no longer flowed through this passage, 
but reappeared from a crevice under the boulders on the left-hand side 
of the second chamber. During wet spells, however, it must attain 

nsidcrable size, and find an exit by the passage O1t the far end of this 
chamber. This passage was now found to be completely blocked by 
debris brought down from the choke in the first chamber, and acces 
could not be gained to the third chamber for the purposes of survey. 

In view of the fact that further progress from this third chamber 
appeared impossible it was decided not to re-open it simpl y for the purpose 
of survey and to be content with surveying the already accessible part 
of the cave, which is now of sufficient extent to be worth a visit by 
those interested inspel ::eol ogy. 
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The Natural History of Read's Cave. 

By G. A. WALTON, M.B., CH.B., F.R.E.S. 

l~ead's  Cave, or Kcltic Cavern, lies in the Northern foothills of 
Blackdown, near Burrington, on the junction li.ne of the limestone shales 
and the massive limestone. 

It W01S first entered by members of the Society in September, 1919, 
after the excavation of over twenty tons of rubble which blocked th 
ntrance. This Jies at the base of a small cliff, in an excavation about 

10 ft. deep, and faces South; it is quite small, about 1 ft. 6 in. square. 
The stream runs off the peaty surface of Blackdown in a well marked 
valley, and disappears in a swallet about 20 yards from the foot of 
the cliff. 

An irregular rift passes inwards and downwards from the entrance 
at an O1ngle of 60° to a depth of 45 ft. <md is choked on either side to 
form a passage, which leads into the Main Chamber. This is 175 ft. 
long, and has an average height of 27 ft. and an average width of 33 ft. 
The w0111s and rocks are in many places covered by a layer of stalagmite 
deposit, and several passages are found leading out of the chamber. 

The most important of tllese begins opposite the entrance to the 
Main Chamber, and leads, tllrough a hole in floor, a distance of 47ft. 
to a squecze, known as Zed Alley. Beyond this point the character 
of the cave changes abruptly, and the way on lies through a maze of 
boulders past 01 waterfall to a depth of 200 ft. 

The rocks are everywhere wet, and much eroded, displaying a 
jagged array of fossils, such as Zaphrentis, Syringofltyris, Michelinia, 
O1ncl Spil"ijera. 

At the far cnd of the C01vern, tile Western cnd, small passages lead 
down to a fair sized cavity called the Boulder Chamber, and a small 
series of st01lagmite passages and chambers leads back up toward the 
surface from the EastcfIl end of the Main Chamber. 

The sketch-map (F'ig. 8) is drawn from the actual survey, and 
indicates tile points en lllllerated above; excavations make it clear 
that the original entrance W01S gained lower clown tb01n at present, and 
led by way of a (;cntle descent to a chamber of greater dimensions than 
the onc we now know. 

Large numbers of bones, iron implements, and some pottery were 
excavated from the floor of the cavern when it was first entered. The 
material W01S found mostly mixed within a stratum of black mud., 1 to 


